Introducing the paradigm of organizational value creation effect on customer loyalty: A case study of Tehran province food industry unites
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ABSTRACT

Today, organization cannot firmly survive without having a broad captive market. Rather, through value creation for customers and achieve their loyalty, we can maintain and increase the existing market share. Providing a specific product or service requires modern ideas and approaches to be applied in organizations. Resource limitations prevent organizations from being the best on all value creation contexts; so they must focus on some range of customer-centric values regarding the given customer groups; because customer needs will change as time goes by and it requires different kinds of values to be taken into consideration. In this research, organizational value creation effects on customer loyalty is studied by more recent and complete customer value model designed by Flint et al. (2010) [Flint et al. (2010). Customer value anticipation, customer satisfaction and loyalty: An empirical examination. Industrial Marketing Management, 40, 219-230]. In this regard, some questionnaires are distributed among a statistical population including 90 customers of Tehran Food Industries. Results show that organizational value creation affects on customer loyalty. Among effective factors, product quality has the most effects on organizational value creation following by product price, marketing and after-sales services.

1. Introduction

By liberalization of economic activities and globalization of competition, customers have gotten a different role in organizations. Therefore, by full recognition of customer needs and behaviors and finding top customers, organizations can reach the best level of profitability. In addition to planning some strategies for customer making and transacting with them, organizations have been going to keep their existing customers and make a permanent relationship with them. In other words, organizations are going to embrace the customer lifetime value (CLV).

CLV includes net present value of the cash flows, where an organization can reach depends on its relationship with a customer. Therefore, trying to keep the customers is an economical way attracts
attention of organizations (Wang et al., 2004). Consequently, in this extra dynamic market, customer expects the best values with appropriate prices from organizations and on the other hand, organizations continuously seek for new methods and innovations for value creation and value presentation; and they even call customer as their “future source of competitive advantage” (La & Kandampully, 2004). Beside this, analyzing market conditions and customer expectations and providing products/services according to customer anticipated values are very important for the managers (Flint et al., 2010). Many researchers have shown that customer anticipated value is a dynamic and unsteady phenomenon in time so that value creation for customers would be a strong motive that increases customer loyalty.

For an enterprise, customer loyalty is a key in business achievement; and the concept of loyal customer includes increase of profitability and value creation for low prices. Customer making and customer loyalty require hard work; since trade organizations have not mostly noticed modern methods of customer relationship and therefore lost most of their customers, organizations must not consider customer loyalty management as customer profitability management. Loyal customer is very valuable as the great marketer and sales source (Maghsoudi, 2010).

Therefore, loyal customer has a potential to increase market share. In this regard, research centers and organizational marketing development spend so much time to recognize customer future needs, regardless the customer loyalty (Narvar et al., 2004). One of the reasons in which organizations disregard customer loyalty may be the difficulty of measuring the relation of this significant factor with profitability and organizational performance. Another reason in this regard is the difficulty of converting data attributed to customer satisfaction about executive efforts. These kinds of data mostly are intra-organizational based and cannot exactly show what customers want and how they perceive them.

As Gronrooz (1994) said, in service-based environment of today’s economy, customer loyalty is grounded on two bases: Technical Quality and Functional Quality. Technical quality includes output and service providing; it is actually what customers receives. On the other hand, functional quality includes the quality of service providing process. In this part, customers have participation in that, relationship between service provider and service receiver is made. A smart organization must understand that recognizing potential customers and knowing their buying behaviors are competitive advantages for the. This competitive advantage can both bring profitability for the organization and make its customers loyal and permanent.

2. Value & value creation

The concept of value is one the most functional terms in management terminology. Value is not what is produced, but what customer receives. In marketing, value includes perceived benefits of products/services quality in relation to their perceived prices. Quality in relation to perceived price is one the indicators by which the customer compares different products/services (Huber et al., 2001). Therefore, value is an especial and empirical concept formed in customer mind (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). Some authors define customer anticipated value as producer ability to find customer especial requirements and needs which has been created later. For producers, value is created during production process and then in service providing; but for customers, value is a perception or satisfaction of producer activities carried out to provide their actual needs (Sirdeshmukh, 2002). In a
review of the management literature, three groups of values are described: 1) Shareholder Value which is analyzed by economists and financial analysts; 2) Customer Value which is considered by marketers and in fact is the value created by an organization for its customers; and 3) Organizational Beneficiary Value. In this research, we focus on customer and organizational value creation for customer.

The value created by the organization for its customer includes all arrangements planned for product/service providing to the customer, such as production and marketing costs, after-sales services, etc. Organizations must consider the very important role of customers to recognize their future needs and anticipated values and apply it in their strategic decision making. Value creation have played an pioneering role in competitive market, in that customers would not charge more than paid-up value of products/services (Flint et al., 2010).

To understand value creation, it must be initially described. In all organizational levels, two subjects can be fined about value: benefiting customers with value; and value transfer between customer and organization. Benefiting customers with value includes especial quality or functional characteristics of a product/service, which customers perceived as an organization’s activities performed based on their needs; this customer perception lads to value judgment by the organization. The value transfer between customer and organization is also called value exchange; we define value transfer as price paid by the customer in order to use a product/service or actually to use the value of a product/service (Dunn, 2010).

Certainly, in definition of value, it must be noted that value creation depends on relative rate of value obtained by the final customer and such a trend leads to money exchange for the obtained value. In general, it can be said that a product/service creates value for the customers when it has flexibility towards satisfying customer future and present needs.

3. Customer loyalty

During the last few decades, marketing managers focused only on customer making and product sales, and sales sector has been considered for making new customers. However, today, marketing includes development and customer retention, which means considering customer satisfaction and perceived quality by customer and then making customer loyal are placed at the peak of the strategic goals of the organization. Marketing is such a skill that makes customers both intra-organizational consultants and extra-organizational supporters. Therefore, making loyal customers have reached an especial position in organizations (Grenroos, 2008).

Making loyal customer means creating a positive attitude in customer mind so that he/she inclines to re-buy a product. Loyalty includes a kind of positive attitude towards a product and showing a supportive behavior for it. But there is a more complete definition for loyalty according to Oliver (1999): “Loyalty is a deeply held commitment to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior” (Dunn, 2010). In other words, it can be said that loyalty is customer commitment to the producer and his/her unwillingness to search for an alternative product. Requirement for making loyal customers is
to fully satisfy their needs, value creation for them and recognizing their exact wants, demands, tendencies, abilities and limitations in purchasing products.

By having this information, it is possible to fully recognize factors affecting the consumer behavior and apply them in organizational marketing decision making. Therefore, product/services provided by the organization must be compatible with customer anticipated value. If organizations and enterprises are capable of recognizing and satisfying customer needs, they can easily attract customers and make them loyal and permanent.

4. Different kinds of customer loyalty

Customer loyalty can be divided into two levels: Constant Loyalty, and Unstable Loyalty. Constant loyalty is to reach a strong relationship between the customer and the organization; thereby there would be a high honesty, commitment and confidence. In this kind of loyalty, both parties are well satisfied with their relationship. However, in unstable loyalty, despite the customer frequent referring to the organization and rebuying its service/product, there is no strong relationship between them and the customer is not fully satisfied.

This is caused by today’s competitive environment and customers inclination to comparing services/products so that a deficiency in product/service providing can decrease customer satisfaction. In such a market that products/services have a substitute, least organizational effort to be distinctive from competitors in market is to consider value creation for the customer and increase customer satisfaction (Rowley & Dawes, 2000). In general, customer loyalty results from customer satisfaction, but satisfaction does not always lead to loyalty.

The customer may have a relative satisfaction, but lack of alternative product makes him/her an unstable customer. This situation is an alarm for smart organizations, since they will lose their customer once an alternative product is launched to the market. Therefore, by considering customer anticipated value and kind of customer loyalty, organizations can satisfy their customers and cause their unstable customers to be constant ones.

5. Theoretical paradigm of the research

In this study, analyzing and evaluating the relation between organizational value creation for the customer and the customer loyalty has been performed by customer value model designed by Flint et al (2010), since this model is a new one and has general variables closed to this research variables. In 2010, some American enterprises have created this model to analyze the relation between customer value, customer loyalty and customer satisfaction. Regarding the above model, organizational value creation is defined as capability of the organization to recognize customer future needs and value creation for the customer which affects on customer perceived value and then through customer satisfaction leads to customer loyalty. In this model, customer perceived value includes his/her perceived value from an organization/enterprise without any concerns about product/service type, quality and price. It is important to mention that according to Flint et al. (2010) customer perceived value cannot directly lead to customer loyalty. Considering this statement, we study the effects of organizational value creation for the customer on the customer loyalty. Customer loyalty is the dependent variable and marketing, after-sales services (including free delivery; withdrawal of defective products, etc.), price and product quality attributed to value creation are independent variables.
6. Research methodology

This is an applied research in which source collection was performed by library method and data collection for hypotheses testing was done by some questionnaire. By using Cochran formula for sample size determination, a random statistical population of 90 customers from Tehran city was selected. Validity of the questionnaire was evaluated by comments and critics of some professors and academic experts; according to received suggestions, our questionnaire was edited and revised. Reliability of the questionnaire was evaluated by SPSS software and its Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was 0.94. In all analysis of this research, significance level has been considered at a 0.5 base and our analytical tool is the regression analysis.

Table 1
Reliability Coefficients of the Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Questions</th>
<th>After-Sales Services</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Marketing</th>
<th>Organizational Value Creation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability coefficients</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Data Analysis

Statistical information and data of the research have been collected from 90 food industries customers most of which are females (55%). The ages of the statistical population were as follows: 36.7% from 25 to 35 years old, 46.3% from 35 to 45 years old, 12% from 45 to 55 years old and 5% were above 55 years old. Education status of the statistical populations is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Distribution of educational background, PhD (3%), Master degree 11%, Bachelor's degree 51%, High school, 8%, Associate degree 11%

Regarding model summary shown in Table 2, it can be observed that each 4 predicted variables have 95% effect on the dependent variable. Observing the determination coefficient shows that these 4 variables totally explain 97% of the customer loyalty variance as a dependent variable. The remaining 3% of this variables’ variance is explained by other variables out of this model.

Table 2
Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Determination Coefficient</th>
<th>Modified R</th>
<th>Error Estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.950(a)</td>
<td>.970</td>
<td>.912</td>
<td>.130463</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answers of questions No. 1, 3, 6, 14 & 22 are about after-sales services variable. Mean of the answers (3.192) shows that after-sales services averagely affect on organizational value creation for the customer.

Answers of questions No. 2, 8, 11, 17 & 23 are about price variable. Mean of the answers (4.074) shows that price have important effects on organizational value creation for the customer.

Answers of questions No. 4, 12, 16 & 20 are about product quality variable. Mean of the answers (4.937) shows a very high effect on organizational value creation for the customer.

Answers of questions No. 7, 10, 15, 19 & 25 are about marketing variable. Mean of the answers (4.004) shows that marketing highly affects on organizational value creation for the customer.

Answers of questions No. 5, 13, 18, 21 & 24 are about the variable defined as organizational value creation for the customer. Mean of the answers (3.901) shows that organizational value creation has medium high effects on organizational value creation for the customer. In other words, for customers, the more the organization value creation, the more the customer loyalty.

As we can see in Table 3 including coefficients, product quality has the most effects on the organizational value creation, thereby if product quality increases by 1%, organizational value creation will increase by 5.08%.
At the second position, product price (5.06%) following by marketing (3.12%) and after-sales services (2.07%) affect on organizational value creation. In addition, organizational value creation affects on customer loyalty by 3.10%.

### Table 3
Coefficients (a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>.811</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>015</td>
<td>0201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Dependent Variable: Rate of loyalty of customer

### 7. Results of hypotheses testing

#### 7.1 Research hypothesis: Organizational value creation for the customer affects on customer loyalty.

Results of hypothesis testing performed by regression analysis beside significant level of 0.0022 show that null hypothesis based on ineffectiveness of this variable could be rejected. So, it can be concluded, with a 95% certainty, that organizational value creation for the customer affects on customer loyalty in this statistical population.

#### 7.2 The first sub-hypothesis of the research: After-sales services affect on organizational value creation for the customer.

Results of hypothesis testing performed by regression analysis and a low significant level of 0.04 ($\alpha=0.05$) show that null hypothesis based on ineffectiveness of this variable is rejected. Based on these results, it is approved that after-sales services affect on organizational value creation for the customer in this statistical population.

#### 7.3 The second sub-hypothesis of the research: Marketing affects on organizational value creation for the customer.

Results of hypothesis testing performed by regression analysis beside significant level of 0.0022 show that null hypothesis based on ineffectiveness of this variable is rejected. So, it can be said, with a 95% certainty, that manner of marketing effects on organizational value creation for the customer in this statistical population.

#### 7.4 The Third sub-hypothesis of the research: Product price affects on organizational value creation for the customer.

Results of hypothesis testing performed by regression analysis and also significant level below 0.01 ($\alpha=0.05$) show that null hypothesis based on ineffectiveness of this variable is rejected. Based on
these results, it is approved that product price affects on organizational value creation for the customer in this statistical population.

7.5 The fourth sub-hypothesis of the research: Product quality affects on organizational value creation for the customer.

Results of hypothesis testing performed by regression analysis beside significant level of 0.0022 show that null hypothesis based on ineffectiveness of this variable is rejected. Therefore, product quality affects on organizational value creation for the customer in this statistical population.

8. Conclusion and proposals

All around the world, organizations try to reach a superior position compared to their competitors through achieving special advantages. On the other hand, customers and consumers always seek for organizations with better and more valuable product/service compared to others. Perception and recognizing of this distinction in customer’s mind help selection process of needed service/product and guide customers to make decision for paying more in return for a more valuable product/service.

According to analysis performed in this research and based on Fig. 3, it may be perceived that among all mentioned factors, product quality has the most effects on organizational value creation for the customer and then on customer loyalty. In the next levels, product price, marketing and after-sales services respectively affect on organizational value creation for the customer and consequently on the customer loyalty.

Results of this research are compatible with the research results of Flint at al. (2010) but Flint’s research did not include and approved this research hypothesis based on effectiveness of organizational value creation direct effectiveness on customer loyalty.

Fig. 3. Paradigm of effectiveness in research perception model
According to the model applied in this research, for the customer, product quality and price, marketing and after-sales services serve as values result in perception of organizational value creation by the customer, customer satisfaction and decision for rebuying and finally constant loyalty of the customer. Of course, these results are not against research results of Flint et al. (2010), because organizational value creation for the customer increases customer satisfaction, rebuying and consequently customer loyalty. Customers always compare their perceived values from different organizations and finally choose the organization, which creates more values. Organization do not have to only consider the customer anticipated value, because value is dynamic phenomenon and will change in time.

Organizational achievement is obtained when the organization can improve its abilities by creating cross functional teams to recognize customer future needs and values and manage their goal in this regard. Creating such teams in an organization makes it possible for different specialists multidimensionally consideration of customer needs and behaviors and predicting them at present and future.

In such situations, capability of organizational value creation in competitive market is considered as an important competitive advantage. About intra-organizational activities, planning the value map represented as a diagram including organizational value creator activities and factors recognizing their relations in order to decrease costs and to increase value creation for the customer can improve knowledge of managers and employees about any activities’ role towards value creations process.
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